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3500 Rolling Finisher

Harrow and Roller Options...
for the versatility today’s farming demands

Remlinger’s 3500 Rolling Finisher has many different harrow options and combinations to
handle a variety of applications and conditions. It can be pulled behind virtually
anything with a rear hitch, by itself, behind spring tools or behind fall tools.
Available in sizes from 11’ 9” through 40’ 9” with 12’, 14’ and 16’ base sizes.
Telescoping front hitch is standard.
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Industry Exclusive!

Zerk Guard
Nut Protector

Heavy Duty Double Bar Roller

Heavy Duty 1-1/4”
Flanged Disk Bearings

Remlinger’s 3500 Rolling Finisher features an industry
first double bar roller. A 12” diameter flat bar roller
along with a 5/8” diameter solid round bar provides
a more durable roller with increased soil action vs.
our competitors.

Visit remlingermfg.com
to learn more

3500 Rolling Finisher...
field finishing has never been easier!
Designed and Built Tough
 Gauge wheels for large wing machines
available
 Heavy duty “A” frame and rollers
 7.6-15 transport tires on 6 bolt hub 		
standard
 9.5L-15 tires available

Remlinger designs and manufactures farm tillage equipment, with over 50 years of
experience. The company’s early years were primarily dedicated to manufacturing
spike tooth harrows for field cultivators and disks. In 1980, a Danish tine field
cultivator, packer wheel combination became Remlinger’s first complete tool. As
the farming industry evolved, Remlinger Manufacturing has met the needs for new
attachments on a wide variety of tillage tools serving farmers all across the United
States, as well as around the globe.
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